
 Shape People (parents): 
Circle (from SM3) and Oval 
(from SM6) 

 A Circle family house and 
an Oval family house

 Shape Children

10–15 minutes

SHAPE FAMILIES – CIRCLES AND OVALS

Show your child the Circle and Oval parents; remind them that they have met these two Shape People before. 
Ask if they can remember their names and draw their shapes in the air. Ask them if they can tell you how the two 
shapes are different – Oval is like Circle but stretched or even ‘squashed’.

Show your child the Oval family house and explain that the Oval family lives there. Then show them the Circle 
family house and explain that the Circle family live there. Introduce the Oval children to your child. Help your 
child compare the parent and the children for the Oval family, by tracing round some of the children and the 
parent with a finger. Repeat for the Circle family.

Now place the houses in opposite corners of the room, showing your child where they are. Choose an area away 
from where you have put the houses and spread all the Shape Children around that area – spaced out a bit and 
mixed up so your child doesn’t just collect them all at once. Then tell your child this short story:

Today is a lovely bright, sunny day and all the Shape Children have been playing together in a large park a short 
walk from their houses.  But oh no, look! A storm is coming and it has suddenly become very windy (create some 
suitable sound effects). Now it’s raining hard and the Shape Children can’t see their way very well. They need to 
get back home to safety and to warm up as quickly as possible. Can you help each one to get back to their own 
house? 

Remind your child that little Ovals must go to the Oval family house and little Circles to the Circle family house. 
Whilst they take the shapes back to their houses, comment on how well they are helping the Shape Children find 
the right house and continue doing some sound effects of the storm.

Your child can use geometric shape as the basis for sorting circles and ovals in a variety of colours 
and sizes into two groups.

To develop shape recognition (distinguish between oval and circle)
To review a kinaesthetic procedure for exploring shapes
To develop categorisation (group by geometric shape, regardless of colour and size) 
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Look for circles and ovals around your home and outdoors (including 3D objects that from a certain visual 
perspective have a 2D circular or oval shape). 

As you find examples, comment again on the ways in which the two shapes are similar (curved, no corners) and 
how they differ (ovals are like circles but they are ‘stretched’ or ‘squashed’). 
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Cut out each shape child separately.
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Cut out each shape child separately.
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